NATCA Announces Enrollment Open Season for Unum Long-Term Disability Program

On June 20, NATCA began an enrollment open season for its popular Unum group long-term disability (LTD) program. The Unum LTD program protects NATCA members and their families with peace of mind in the event they lose their medical or become disabled. LTD insurance can be the most important part of your overall benefits package, and NATCA offers members the opportunity to purchase it at affordable group rates. Covered members who have submitted claims through the program often describe the coverage they received as one of the greatest benefits of being a member of our Union.

Don’t wait until it’s too late!

NATCA’s group long-term disability insurance from Unum provides all-important peace of mind in the event you lose your medical or are disabled.

You insure everything else in your life that’s important to you. Why leave your career and your financial stability unprotected?

Open enrollment for NATCA group long-term disability program from Unum starts on June 20, 2023. Learn more and enroll here now: natcadisability.com.
In 2023, our Union is offering a number of incentives for new enrollees and current plan participants. Learn more about these incentives here.

Enroll today at: natcadisability.com.

President Rich Santa Welcomes Delegates to the 19th Biennial Convention

NATCA President Rich Santa took the stage Wednesday morning at our Union’s 19th Biennial Convention to welcome attendees and deliver his opening address to the delegates.

Watch Santa’s remarks here.

EVP Andrew LeBovidge Addresses Convention Body

NATCA Executive Vice President Andrew LeBovidge addressed the 19th Biennial Convention delegates in Fort Lauderdale on Wednesday morning.
Convention Delegates Declare the First Day of Convention "Krasner Day"

During the first day of NATCA's 19th Biennial Convention, the Supreme Body unanimously voted to adopt Resolution 23-24, declaring the first day of this Convention and all subsequent NATCA Conventions "Barry Krasner Day."

Watch LeBovidge’s speech here.
President Emeritus Barry Krasner was a charter and founding member of NATCA who led the Union as its first two-term president (1991-1997) and served as its chief negotiator for many collective bargaining agreements.

Prior to his presidency, Krasner served as both vice president and FacRep of New York TRACON (N90) before being elected as the then newly-certified Union’s Eastern Regional Representative in 1988. He served in this role until he was elected Union President in 1991.

Barry Krasner passed away in 2018. He is survived by his wife of 27 years, Sallie Sullivan-Krasner who addressed the delegates following the adoption of R23-24.

Watch this proceeding, as well as Sallie’s remarks here.

President Santa Presents Burbank ATCT FacRep Chris Adams with Convention Gavel

To close out the 19th Biennial Convention, President Santa began a new tradition of awarding the gavel used during the proceedings to a delegate who showed strong dedication and passion for the Convention process. Santa presented Burbank ATCT FacRep Chris Adams with the gavel. This is Adams’ sixth NATCA Convention. He has served as the FacRep for Burbank since 2011.
Watch the gavel presentation [here](#).